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Arabella Chi sizzles in topless shoot as she wears nothing but a G-string
21/06/2019 21:02 by admin

Love Island's Arabella Chi looks stunning in a sexy topless photoshoot as she wears nothing but a G-string. The
28-year-old set pulses racing when she entered the villa in last night's episode, but it's clear that she's used to the
attention.

 
 Love Island's Arabella Chi posed topless in a racy photoshoot
 
 
 In a photo shoot prior to going in the villa, Arabella showed off her gym-honed figure and natural features as she posed
for the camera.
 
 One shot shows the model looking over her shoulder as she stands in skimpy underwear, with the silhouette of her
boob visible.
 
 And another sees the gorgeous star holding one arm up to her head to display her taut abs and trim figure as she looks
on seductively.
 
 Meanwhile, in the third snap Arabella adopts a similar facial expression to present her natural beauty with her hair
scraped back into a bun.
 
 
 
 The model showed off her gym-honed figure in black lacy underwear
 
 
 Since arriving in the villa last night, the London beauty has already caught the attention of two islanders.
 
 Arabella picked Danny Williams and Anton Danyluk to go on dates and seemed to hit it off with both of them.
 
 However, her arrival in the villa appeared to shake things up for Danny and Yewande Biala, as the scientist was forced
to make her feelings for him clear.
 
 And in tonight's show things look to heat up even more as Arabella brands Yewande â€œstrangeâ€• and
â€œterritorialâ€• after she interrupts a chat between her and Danny by uncomfortably plonking herself on his lap.
 
 
 
 She showed off her natural beauty as she scraped her hair back
 
 
 Although, it seems that Arabella's arrival on the ITV2 show isn't just ruffling feathers on screen.
 
 Love Island series four star Charlie Frederick took to Instagram yesterday to claim that he was still in a relationship with
her.
 
 He said: "Right so this is an absolute madness for me.
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 "Finding out that a person I'm seeing on a serious level has just strolled into the villa completely disregarding my
feelings and our relationship or what we had.
 
 
 
 Arabella turned heads when she entered the villa yesterday
 
 
 "I feel like I have to air these screen shots because I feel like I've been completely mugged off."
 
 Charlie added: "I'm truly upset that Arabella has lied to me about what she was doing and claiming she had a campaign
but instead actually going into Love Island.
 
 "Every relationship has its ups and downs but these next screen shots are all within the last 2 weeks.
 
 "I'm truly gutted and for the life of me cannot figure out why she has DONE THIS."
 
 But, the plot thickened as during her introduction to her new housemates, the model appeared to confirm that she is still
dating Charlie, despite being on the show.
 
 "I literally recognise you - you're my ex's ex," Lucie said to Arabella.
 
 But the stunning blonde newbie, 28, awkwardly replied: "Well, I'm not ex. Not ex."
 
 
 
 
 - TS
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